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very strange phenomenon

why people are so afraid of me ?

i am simply an ordinary person

but this innocence…silence…and people are afraid

aakash here…he is translating…he said you must come to ukraine

so i said yes…absolutely yes…i am coming to ukraine

and i thank you all for such a beautiful and loving welcome

whenever i go to any place i have only one insistence

that all my events are to be done in nature…

near a river…in a forest…the open sky...

so they have organised a tour of ukraine 

we are here to share our love

it is not a business for me

i have no needs whatsoever

all the people who create these events work very hard

first to invite me then to find nice natural environments for meditation

and keep the cost affordable for everybody

we will have a very beautiful tour

they have managed with great effort

whosoever can come and be with us

do not miss the opportunity

normally they are saying do not miss… 

i am saying do not miss the opportunity…

hmm ?

i do not know when i can come again

i have promised people in south america…

in canada…in australia…in asia…

i am one man

not so easy to create these events

whoever can join…join…

it has been a beautiful and a great learning for me

how to express myself to people…from different backgrounds…

different countries…different understandings…all over the world

every five days to a new city and again i meet new people

and i have to begin from the very beginning again

it is a beautiful experience

and you can see i have been travelling continuously for the last three months now

during all my travels… 

so many beautiful people have the courage and the love to invite me

it is not easy to invite me

i am easy but the invitation sometimes creates problems…

to speak the truth is to remove the vested interests

of those parasites and bloodsuckers 

who are lying to you all the time

my work is very strange

it is a work of innocence and love

and these are the most feared things in the world

knowledge can fight knowledge

i have nothing but innocence

it is dangerous

because you cannot fight a person who is innocent

you cannot fight love

you can hide from love

but you cannot fight it

and a person of love and innocence in this world today

is far more dangerous

than all the people in power and with vested interests

innocence does nothing in itself

it simply exposes the lies

and the lies will collapse

and what is revealed is the truth of your inner beauty
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